Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U6s

Session 1 Body Movement

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 2

RED LIGHT GREEN LIGHT
(5-10min)
Start at line & coach about
15 yards away w/ back to
players. Coach yells green
light & players run to the
coach. Coach yells red light
& then turns to face the
players. Anyone not
stopped has to go back to
where the person farthest
away from the coach is.

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

OUCH! (5-10min)
Each player has a ball. The
coach jogs around in a
rectangle and the players
try to kick their ball so that
it hits the coach. The
players get a point each
time they hit the coach. The
coach should yell “ouch”
each time they are hit to
make the game more
exciting.

- Ball control and dribbling
-Using all parts of both feet to
- Listening and reacting to direction move ball.
- Strategy in movement
-Kicking the ball hard or soft
-Keeping ball close to yourself
Progressions: Add a ball. The coach
can move around to make the
DISCOVERY QUESTIONS:
game more challenging.
-What part of the foot did you use
to kick the ball?
-What did you need to do when
you were dribbling?

Ball control and dribbling
- Keeping head up
- Changing direction
- Decision making regarding when
to kick the ball
- Thinking ahead to where coach
will be
Click to insert session diagram

Progressions: The coach can stop
for three seconds or vary how fast
they are moving depending on the
level of the players. Specify how
the players must strike the ball
(laces, one foot, other foot)
- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

(15-20min)
3v3 small sided game:
Have all the kids playing so
set up additional fields if
needed. Adjust some
games to 2v2 or 3v2 if
needed based on numbers

Key Coaching Points

-Players get to know one another
-Keep the ball close when dribbling
-Players move in various directions -Change direction
and at various speeds
- Stop ball when interacting. Use
bottom of foot, inside or outside of
Progressions: Add dribbling.
foot.

Activity 1

GREETING GAME (5-10min)
All the players run around
randomly inside a
rectangle. The coach
calls out various types of
greetings, which each
players then has to
carry out with others: shake
hands, high fives (one
hand), high fives
(other hand), shoulder to
shoulder, back to back, etc.

Objectives

Print Form

DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-When was a good time to kick the
ball at me (coach)?
-What part of the foot did you use
to kick the ball at me?

-Using various parts of the both
feet to kick the ball
COACHING REMINDER:
The number one reason kids play
sports is because it's fun.
HOMEWORK:
Dribble and stop ball 20 times
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-Using all parts of both feet to
move ball.
-Kicking the ball hard or soft
-Keeping head and eyes up
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